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Welcome to the Disrupt Yourself Podcast. I'm Whitney Johnson. I think, write, speak, and live 
all things disruption.  My  guest is Jason Jedlinski, a digital Product Executive, Innovator and 
Brand Builder currently serving as Senior Vice President of Product for Gannett Media. 

 

WHITNEY   Jason Jedlinski, welcome to the Disrupt Yourself podcast. I am so excited to get to talk to 
you today. 

JASON Thank you for having me. It's a pleasure.   

WHITNEY First question. I know you said you've listened to a few podcasts, so you know what's 
coming. Where did you grow up and what did you want to be when you grew up? 

JASON I grew up outside of Chicago, a Northwest suburb called Palatine. And I wanted to be, as 
odd as this sounds perhaps, I wanted to be leading a team of people. I vividly remember 
workbooks called “You’re the Boss” that mom found at some educational store to ... to fuel 
my interests, and filled out performance reviews and all kinds of things like that when I 
was still like in third grade. I ... I ran a hotel in the basement among a robot factory and 
other things, but it was always sort of leading people and guiding a team that was what 
fueled me, even as a child. 

WHITNEY Seriously, you had (laughs) ... 

JASON It's true. I can't make that up. 

WHITNEY That is so cute. (Laughs) So what did you do that your mom was like, "Okay, he ... he wants 
to lead people. He wants to lead teams," that she found ... is just because you were doing all 
these entrepreneurial ventures, what did you say, a hotel in your basement? 

JASON I ran a hotel. Mrs. Lovelimer was my, uh, my best guest who came every week. Uh, when I 
visited my dad at his office, I set up a toll booth at the entrance to his ... his office, which I 
can only imagine if ... if ... (chuckles) if a child did that in my office, but everyone was very 
patient and gave me candy or a penny or something like that to ... to get past the toll booth. 
Yeah. I ... I just, I was fascinated with, um, creating spaces and companies and ventures 
and, I could take our whole podcast listing the number of things that, uh, I started up in 
our basement. 
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WHITNEY How many entrepreneurial ventures, did you have as a child? Was ... it sounds like it was 
10, 20? 

JASON Make believe probably more than 20. In terms of real entrepreneurial ventures, uh, I was 
tutoring other kids in basic computer skills on the Apple II, uh, you know, things like that, 
for you know, $5 or less probably at the time on weekends, things like that. I had some real 
side hustles and then I had all my make believe ones. 

WHITNEY You know what's so interesting about that is and ... is I hear you talking about all that 
you're doing and it sounds like this would be a setup for you are entrepreneur, on your 
own, running your own business, and yet as our listeners know, you are inside of a large 
organization. And so I think that's an interesting tension that we can explore as we get into 
the conversation of what does it look like when you've got this deep entrepreneurial bent?  

 So I want to put a pin in that and come back to that. Um, all right, so you're a journalist by 
training. So what happened? So you're going to run a business. When did the interest in 
journalism start to surface? 

JASON Well I ran a family newspaper as one of the non-make believe ventures from probably 
second grade through, uh, eighth grade. So, in high school was leaning towards 
advertising. Spent a week with a family friend at an ad agency in Chicago. They were 
working on redoing the Olive Garden menu, I think it was, and watching the color 
correcting and all the painstaking work over the course of the week that was part of this 
bigger project, made me realize the pace wasn't exactly what I thought it would be or 
wanted it to be.  

 And my mom actually suggested, um, TV news or ... or put together my interest in the ... the 
family newspaper and things like that with, uh, video editing and other things I was doing 
on the side, and I got an opportunity, through my high school program. One day a week, 
uh, I went and, uh, it was supposed to be sort of a shadowed internship at the TV station, 
but I ended up writing copy for the afternoon newscasts one day a week. And that just got 
in my blood instantly. I think what ... what appealed to me most was knowing about things 
first, and having the responsibility to communicate that to other people and to do it 
quickly. 

 That led me to Syracuse University and the Newhouse School that has a host of famous 
broadcast journalism alums. That was a humbling experience to show up there thinking I 
had all this experience and had done all these things, and got there first day of freshman 
year before classes started, and everyone around me, kind of milling around to get their 
schedules was, you know, editor of their high school paper, ran a high school TV station 
and suddenly me thinking I was so prepared. I said, "I'm going to learn as much from my 
peers as I am from the teachers." 

 I had the great fortune of coming back every summer to Chicago and having internships at 
several TV stations, and WGN, home of the Cubs, hired me right out of school after 
graduation, and I had a wonderful run there, and followed to another affiliate across town 
for a few more years, and really was having the time of my life, uh, you know, producing 
TV news in ... in Chicago. 

WHITNEY Okay. I have so many questions. There's one little open loop that we've got to go back to, 
um, and then we'll fast forward. So you were running a family newspaper from second 
grade to eighth grade? What ... what did that constitute? 
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JASON Yeah, it is, uh, I ... I still have all of the issues. Uh, I ... I looked at them probably two years 
ago in a box in the basement. Uh, it was a monthly newsletter. I called up different 
relatives and h- found out what they were doing and ... and where they'd gone on vacation 
and what was happening. And it was, uh, anywhere on a slow month, four pages to eight or 
nine pages on a ... on a busy month, and uh, my mom did graphic design and PR, and so, uh, 
in ... in the early days I used homegrown software that my father wrote to lay out the 
newspaper and then later, uh, you know, Pagemaker, Quark, other ... other things like that. 

 But, uh ... uh, really was into the design aspect as much as I was into the ... the reporting 
and writing of it.  

WHITNEY And so your mom's graphic designer and PR, and your dad software developer? Is that 
right? 

JASON Yeah, sort of. Electrical engineer by training, and uh, he joined our family business, uh, in 
the 70s to ... to help my uncle with basically all things operations and administration with 
running the warehouse to building buildings, et cetera. But the ... the part that, uh, he 
really gravitated to was ... was software design, um, and so I got a lot of my tech skills from 
him, and my mom actually, uh, had been a journalist until my brother and I were born, an 
education reporter, uh, for some local newspapers. 

WHITNEY Okay, and what kind of family business, because I think it's interesting to know what's in 
people’s DNA? 

JASON Uh, you will not guess this one coming.  

WHITNEY (Laughs)  

JASON Religious goods. Wholesale religious goods, uh, everything from, uh, figurines you'd find at 
Hallmark to rosaries at a church supply store or a church gift shop. Uh, it was my 
grandfather's family business. Was a small, uh, gift shop, and when my uncle returned 
from the Navy, he said, "Wow this could be so much bigger. We could be doing this at 
enormous scale," and my grandfather said, "You're crazy," but he ... uh, he started buying 
things in bulk in ... in gross and, uh, filled the trunk of his car, and ... and ended up building 
what ... what became the ... the country's largest importer and wholesaler of religious 
goods. 

WHITNEY Okay, so you come by your entrepreneurial ... it's in your ... your ... your genes. You've got 
this entrepreneurial family.  

JASON I suppose. 

WHITNEY Very fun. Okay, so now let's go back to you've got this internship at, um, at the local news 
station. You think it's going to be advertising, not so exciting. Um, they ask you to write the 
afternoon copy, you write it, and you're like, "This is the best." You do it, and that gets you 
into the Newhouse School, which I think you said or at least I knew that it's one of the 
most formidable or broadcasting universities in the country. Who are some of the famous 
graduates? You said there were all these really powerhouses. Who were they?  

JASON Um, a lot of the big names are in sports broadcasting. Folks like, uh, Mike Tirico and Bob 
Costas. Uh, I'm actually out of school long enough now that folks like Jeff Glor who anchors 
the CBS Evening News was a classmate of mine. So my own class has sort of come into 
their own by now. 
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WHITNEY Yeah. Oh, that's exciting. You know, you said something that was interesting, um, and then 
I want us to move to one of your next jobs at The Tribune, but you said when you got there 
you realized, "I could learn as much from my classmates as I could from my professors." 
What was that experience like? 

JASON It was briefly humbling. Uh, I will admit to a, you know, imposter syndrome, moment of 
"What am I doing here." But, uh, it was invigorating. I always loved being in environments 
where I was not the smartest person in the room. I did not have all the answers, and that I 
could pick up and soak up as much as I could like a sponge. So it was a ... a moment of, 
terror is too strong, but a moment of gulp. 

WHITNEY (Laughs)  

JASON And then, uh, just sheer excitement and ... and delight and I was really lucky enough to find 
that in ... in so many aspects of Syracuse, not just the journalism school, and that's one of 
the reasons I've ... I've spent a lot of time either recruiting as an alum or serving on boards 
and committees, just because it is a really special place in that it brings together in a really 
unique way, um, so many strengths and so many areas. 

WHITNEY Hmm. Sounds like a fantastic experience. The reason I raise that is it, you caught my 
attention when you said that because I ... we have two children. One's graduating from 
high school shortly, about to go to college. She's getting, you know, she's hearing from 
colleges right now, and just that experience that you do have when you first go to college, 
you get your first job of seeing that all of a sudden, you're no longer, you know, the big fish 
in the small pond. There's lots of big fishes. And just that experience of how can you adjust 
from being intimidated and having that impostor syndrome to the glee that you felt of like 
"This is amazing. I'm around all these really, really smart people," and having the 
confidence to be around those smart people. 

 It's just, I don't know, any other thoughts on that? 

JASON Yeah, I ... I was uniquely prepared for that moment, as well as doing my own laundry.  

WHITNEY (Laughs) 

JASON Uh, by, uh, having gone to a residential magnet school. It was a ... a public school, so no 
tuition, uh, things like that, but it was, uh, a statewide magnet school for math and science 
in Illinois.  

 I went to the Illinois Math and Science Academy. I was only 45 minutes away from home. 
Um, my roommate sophomore year was six hours away from home, and I ... I can't imagine 
that at, you know, 13 years old, versus me. At least my parents were ... you know, could 
come take me out to dinner on the weekends. Uh, but that experience with people who, 
you know, my internship was writing copy at the TV station. My classmates, before they 
had their driver's license, were working at Fermilab and ... and particle accelerators and, 
you know, so I ... I was used to having people around me that, you know, knew more than I 
would ever learn in my lifetime about astrophysics or ... or things like that. 

 So, um, that environment was ... I think really prepared me well to thrive in ... in areas 
where people’s strengths complimented each other. That environment, perhaps because 
people had all come from their home schools where they were a bit of an outcast or the 
nerd or the ... the weird one, uh, but it was uniquely non-competitive.  

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=UqZN7p_-KlrkH1jT8lGRBxkcTCPJRZGRfJkzeSLJcXKcnfM0JOwyJrb4HfY02i9xEh1RDrHCBzIUtfTYbNyUMSuQoL8&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=619.93
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=y3WARTNUhPPIFa0mmvp16dVEk9qYSfCHWO-_4HfB8LY7zAwCtfWPSlXHt6NUu5OhPAcTa7TXQKb078GcZ_nnLraWb4M&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=641.73
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=fuovfB65fFyNX3Fd2dPvp0JArGtGgtxrvQmi3Ie26poBdRCG0TodGVEoaK2RYQuEKchi9Kkphe9SA6EN6yvlHsqt7zY&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=670.3
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=JyWGpmr2ptysC9BbaTgHHAuGvgX1eGeX5ZcVMxdbd2sJwzHbYggRUcpiNxGLREIduTyC7sjUFvI6FXxkqDNjch9Vzd0&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=670.35
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=EYCOerKzecbPXfVzUjlXrHiTdyaSHv6Leb_UJ66xwlGXKoLD9dsvxulw1OGmqqZGewOneB06zvw2ZE-8xpAoxgTxX8w&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=696.25
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WHITNEY Hmm. 

JASON That high school was one where everyone rallied behind and supported each other, and 
you really didn't have the, you know, bullying and other things like that that, you know, 
marked so much of that age for us. Um, because people just really were genuinely rooting 
for each other to succeed. 

WHITNEY Wow. Sounds idyllic. That's ... that's lovely. All right. You've graduated from college. I 
know, see, I'm jumping around. You graduated from college. You've had your first two 
jobs. Um, you've done some working in TV news, TV broadcast journalism. Walk us 
through a little bit of your career now, and you're ... you know, how you d ... places that you 
disrupted yourself either changing jobs and then also let's talk about The Tribune where 
you were seven years, and ... and what did disruption look like for you there, personal 
disruption? 

JASON Well you walked right up to the doorstep of the perhaps quintessential disruption moment 
for me, which is after you know, having a lot of fun and indescribable experiences in ... in 
TV news, I, uh, went to the president of Tribune Broadcasting that owned about 20 TV 
stations around the country, and I said, "There's a more efficient way to do this 
investigative, special project type work that I'm doing." 

 "You know, if I'm investing two weeks of effort into something about what are the most 
dangerous bridges in Illinois, um, this is something that really could be rinsed and 
repeated in New York City, in L.A., in your other markets. You know, I'm already working 
with the attorneys and getting the scripts cleared. Why don't I just build a template that 
other stations can use and help them build templates out of the things that they use to get 
a big viewership rating and just spread the wealth across the group?" 

 And so first of all, I still can't believe I went up to the 24th floor and did that. 

WHITNEY (Giggles) 

JASON Uh, but he looked at me and he said, "Well we're actually, uh, scaling back. We're going to 
be closing some of our news rooms. It's ... it's just not a good time in ... in the news division 
for what you're suggesting. But why don't you go down to the basement, literally the 
basement, and talk to the guys in the internet, because we have no idea what a TV station 
website should be." And so I went, uh, down to the basement. I met Scott Anderson, uh, 
who, uh, took a chance on me and hired me, uh, as this, uh, you know, intrepid TV producer 
into my first management job, and taught me so much about leading people and 
motivating teams and just one of the best experiences of my life. 

 So, um, it took me off the path I thought I would be on, put me on an entirely new one and 
introduced me to the mentor who shaped so much of who I am today. 

WHITNEY How old were you Jason? 

JASON You are going to make me do math, and I went into journalism, uh, precisely because I was 
told there would be no math. Um, let me see. That would have been, uh, and I should know 
this by heart. I was 20, um, yeah, I was 28. 

WHITNEY 28? 

JASON 27. 

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=vSHY7klWtaZSujCw3f2GsJWYX_TNEGhWPKiGrW8NeIRI2RYHiCToS-Pf4V_JdlmmbCgsHzOs-gS6-oKDnV7ULK5039g&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=840.58
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=Z_YrEcBkqNXmbN-QLmNRiHO1Vazo14HEWGzCFreUipChaqU5p3xmSv7amHotoHBFb76wbVeIoYQz84vWjL65qrbPdqk&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=840.87
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=KGFsUkYS4o2laYau758h-IG3X0BZZ--6PRffZaCwUMxmRwKO7OMKpvV_LPxK26mYycUII0g-0bukcg8Ja9emQvg1-zw&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=855.94
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=mfxGRdt4clLAMA9vI-iDaf09J0xcZ3dHzNrXg-xabINzVYB0iNgVr9fdZTA6ziZ2TypDOMRn0ps_B09J4bjeT8S2bt0&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=888.81
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=L434FNVSwYzDcvmFyuE3EoQdS56HR0SHOP0CwGjQ0azw6p89qEpnM3JyLY9utLojN0UUL-SWsP6Jyo-wkmzplRIFUig&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=888.81
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=1HAJZ1IVjE1Q-_5J3n30pmbMdoNrxqyWpjhRhchpVhqbutjOzaXbjS4jKq3-pTarhFFue6Ocm6jdFhXkz3uq5BM-bGI&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=957.87
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=EFRLp036ohwRgjC6EGHpygDpMyfliQywdKQZN6hdnfOvZ1RVj8JPiCED-D8sGAMfVcevy9fw0Tahk9nIjqvQXUuU_rU&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=1016.35
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=cENrFf_ubo0Zv8clDMDla5Qi0qYnk_1h98nQtZTNEjYT0ARWHGqLVrbAeX5wmWCIdGCYPVNMnM8fpaKUaDwlVXV0Muo&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=1019.02
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=AAW8CY9qiKnW1DY8OWMroEouSASNP4R02Php3sWDHx5SruAVgwWpYyYh3sEm4o3gsXjS3VqyItCMpnIO8hB6DKFuvJE&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=1019.02
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=STb8lnstUUHsRLs6o6CrtPrfDGtbQg0xixKkfAGTExuNgu-J06TTx6bRKb5afPbMBi0pYFwLozqiHvkMsPW2R91l38U&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=1019.02
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WHITNEY Okay. 

JASON 27, turning 28. 

WHITNEY All right, so I have to say I feel like there's a symbolism here of you went to the basement. 
Given all of the businesses that you started as a child in the basement, it seems fitting- 

JASON (Laughs)  

WHITNEY ... that your big shot came by working in the basement of the corporate headquarters. 

JASON I never ... I never even thought of that. Yeah, they called it the, uh, the digital press room, 
and it was actually where the printing presses for the Chicago Tribune had been. They 
gutted the space down to all the concrete bracing and ... structural steel, power washed it, 
but left the, you know, tracks embedded in the concrete where they rolled the wheels of 
paper in from barges on the Chicago River. And in I want to say late 90s, um, remodeled 
into this gleaming glass and ... and you know, metal, um, internet space. 

 And so yes, it was, uh, sort of the beating heart where the printing presses had been was 
turned into the, uh, the digital, um, product and technology area. 

WHITNEY So you go down, you go to the basement where all good entrepreneurial ventures start, 
and so what happens then? 

JASON I started on the content side, and you know, what could we do beyond say “a very new 
Buffy the Vampire Slayer tonight at 7.” You know, that's sort of a billboard, but there's 
potential to do so much more, and so, um, a lot of it was, um, finding opportunity with very 
little budget. “What can we do with what we've got,” classic entrepreneur, you know, 
challenge.  

 And so, um, you know, we built, uh, headline feeds from the newspapers because Tribune 
company owned all of that same content. And so we put national headlines from the L.A. 
Times. We put, you know, sports headlines from the Chicago Tribune, um, and then we 
started saying, "Hmm, if we built a green living section, our sales reps could sell that times 
20 in all the different stations we had," and that's not really about how many people 
visited that page, it's about putting, you know, a sponsor’s logo, a builder's logo on that 
page. So KTLA in Los Angeles gets to visit Jay Leno's garage and he talks about, you know, 
all the, before there was lead certification, all the ways that he made this eco-friendly 
garage. 

 We slapped that video on 20 TV station websites, and you know, encouraged the sales 
folks to promote it and sponsor it as part of this green living package. So, in a way, I was 
doing some of what I pitched the president on, uh, but just doing it online versus on TV to 
get a ... a higher Nielsen rating. 

WHITNEY So interesting. And just, um, dissecting this a little bit from a personal disruption 
standpoint, it's ... it's fascinating to me of you in going to the ... the president, you were 
taking on market risk. You were saying, "Hey, there's a job that I think needs to be done. 
No one's doing it. Um, I think we need to create it, and so why don't I do it?" And he said, 
"Well I don't need that job done, but I need this job done," which you may have known 
about or not, but you created the job for yourself effectively, right?  

JASON I did. Yeah.  

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=rFaTi-tG8u3NyGBNeeRfMdwkuF2a24jMlUWiF0qRyydDnNuVOLu2S1HL4CQ86sf-0TLHiQkOxL0gyjr4PMq8cA2bH9k&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=1033.48
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=HCSGsHDAhaYNGzjF9ocsRmISRTxr0UbHK7zEbADZigkjKF9EydP8CDRUJGui6MNKvVbnsGvuseixdW6L-ft-lyiDth4&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=1034.94
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=mGvviaBqp3c7zKF32e4pQkCifxOoN_hiEZ-gpnDgQygIcGcdeUZXiW0s8-6rU9BlimcHAsKwkiSH-aaN_veaxJkXar8&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=1036.48
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=yDvqWFzJvj5KMHMM49h386di7rK0awYqdWCAibv0DHZJUh1djr2z-XcpaNWmlhxbe2lZRg9dC_g7TmRsa2TrChaR5KE&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=1052.11
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=ZZi_wz2-EpM4k6P6KqlurN9t6Ic7oW0Mm6rq2py05ki7vn5-g62LfObV77NLpAxKsjCPxmk9ZLysbjxMiaReOXQfU0o&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=1052.19
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=bVCHNHig3AxTjm7LauDJvuhgkKKZYa9MbdKGmVuoj3jR2X0eNlQZ1Q230PjthNJjuqFBuDM4Petcf6FFKkNFbFE9794&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=1053.17
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=-YQzw8qWppXUWr4zdYyA2bfxdfaRQ05fraCzg3CiPOZQB3_6vhP-DOwUEasuq8j8IaVyt5Q7znFIVkbWfj9Oomaggxk&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=1140.01
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=JBlsxTWPXEs5iKWnYmxuUE1RQTUicYiZk7QATl3MLgQVjE02m_k8TroJi0ci7JeZVttjHHYAvBocfGkC_l_0ZMI5SaE&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=1253.69
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=8YZkdtAE9gD4tmoJ8IKymArdDRpq-cjoesF7W2iHkxRxSjl64_UixWo5N0sa1ECVKPp_SBSghNu9Mj2FLFDEKG9og9o&loadFrom=DocumentSpeakerNameDeeplink&ts=1287.4
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WHITNEY Yeah. That's what you do when you're a disruptor.  

JASON So I disrupted again, the first of several disruptions.  

WHITNEY Okay, so what happened next? (Giggles) 

JASON It was not long into that gig that I became impatient with, uh, the content management 
system we worked with, and no one likes their content management system, but I said, 
"You know, this was designed for papers, and our TV stations will not get engaged or will 
struggle to get engaged unless we address these things. Um, and so in pointing out 
opportunities with our technology stack, someone eventually said, "All right, uh, you 
know, if you're so smart, then go fix it.” And so I left the team I had been leading and ... and 
growing and these were just bright young passionate content creators. 

 And I said, "You'll do fine," and I went off, uh, into product development, which, later 
looking back was perfect in so many ways, but I had never known of product management, 
product development as a career. I can remember the names of the people who taught me 
what quality assurance testing was in the context of software development or what 
building a roadmap looked like. So I was learning from, um, a group of people in the 
department that I was about to disrupt.  

 There was a VP of product management. There were product directors, product managers 
and without getting into too much back story, uh, you know, new ownership came into the 
Tribune. They shook a lot of things up, many in bad ways, some in okay ways. And they 
basically said, "All right, you know, forget that department. You're going to go help drive 
this forward for this ... this content management system piece." So I worked with 
technologists, worked with developers, started white boarding, "What if we did it this 
way?" You know, asked a lot of "why not" questions, and sort of self-taught down that path 
until we sort of emerged from that era of ownership, and the people who had made those 
decisions and put me in that role, um, themselves were let go. 

 Um, and then I was handed the keys to the whole thing.  

WHITNEY Wow. 

JASON And found myself, uh, running product management, not only two years from having my 
first experience with it. And so there were a few disruptions in between in there that I 
should go back to before I get to that point, one of which was say, all right, uh, we've built 
this enhanced system that, you know, sort of came to life in the whiteboard sketches, our 
TV stations were engaged, we acquired a ... another group of TV stations, so now we had 
40 stations I was working with. 

 And in the process we said, "All right, this thing is working, you know, to the point that ... 
that we're happy with it. Let's go out and sell it." So I stepped away from the thing I had 
been helping build and design, gave it to one of my deputies, again, said, "You'll be fine, 
keeping going," and hit the road talking to, um, other TV station groups and newspaper 
groups saying, "Hey, we've put all this money and investment into building this software. 
Why don't you buy it and, you know, basically lease it, um, and let us manage your ... your 
web platform for you?" 

 Again, never thought it'd be in a sales role, didn't know anything about business 
development. Found myself making marketing collateral, building pricing models for it. 
And you know, landing a client and helping onboard the client, which entailed, we were a 
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media company. We didn't have customer service and training and things like that for a 
technology platform licensed to other media companies. So, you know, specked out a 
budget, specked out the org, what we would need to get that done, um, and you know, 
even within my sort of disrupting the product team from the adjacent seat, had several 
pivots and disruptions in that path.  

WHITNEY Wow. So you start, um, they're like, "Go figure this out." You figure this out. You start and 
then you figure it out, the content management system. You develop that, you build that. 
Then there's new management. They say, "You take this over now. Wow, we've really got 
something. Go out and sell it to other businesses." Did I get that? 

JASON The ... the “take this over” came at the end of go sell it to other businesses. So it sort of led 
to the- 

WHITNEY Oh after go ... go sell it to other businesses. 

JASON Yeah, I ... I told it out of order. Uh, that led to the next disruption, which was okay, okay, 
sold it to the first client, got them launched and up and running, and this was dozens of TV 
stations, radio stations, newspapers, um, and then they said, "All right, now you're running 
the whole thing." So my scope expanded from our TV stations, the client I brought on to 
now it's L.A. Times, Chicago Tribune, Baltimore Sun. You're responsible for those too.  

WHITNEY Wow.  

JASON So I, had been frustrated, uh, and for reasons that are well documented in ... in Tribune's 
corporate history, um, and had been ... had been in a final interview at Sears Roebuck 
down the street, uh, about a week before that happened and before I got VP stripes that I 
was never expecting. And staying the course and not jumping because things were 
frustrating or awkward or uncomfortable or just what ... what have you, uh, ended up 
being, you know, one of the best decisions I'd ever made.  

WHITNEY Huh. Huh.  

JASON So timing is an interesting thing.  

WHITNEY Yes, it is an interesting thing. Uh- 

JASON But yes, I ... I took the division. I expanded the scope, did that for a bit and then another 
disruption. (Laughs)  

WHITNEY (Laughs) Wow. 

JASON But my ... my resume doesn't really capture like just how many of these there were, but 
this was the time ... uh, where TV stations and newspaper companies were splitting into 
separate public entities and sort of saying, "Hey, we're not going ... you know, we don't 
want," the perception broadly, right, "We don't want the newspaper, um, portfolio to be 
holding back the broadcast portfolio from growth." So, you know, at least half a dozen 
companies kind of split the properties, split the stock, et cetera. 

 In anticipation of that, Tribune Broadcasting said, "Come home. Come from the basement 
up to the 24th floor, um, and chart a path where we can be independent from the parent 
Tribune company and its, you know, technology stack and assets." So basically the thing 
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you just spent the last few years designing, building, reselling and adapting for the 
newspapers, let it go and start over.  

WHITNEY Wow.  

JASON So January 1st, 2012, I took my stuff in a box up from the basement to the 24th floor, and I 
remember sitting at my desk looking out the window thinking, "Okay, now what?"  

WHITNEY (Laughs)  

JASON And no team. Not a person. Just me, and started quickly building a very startup like 
skeleton crew of ... of about three or four people. Um, was now responsible not just for the 
tech and the product, but for the content that went online, for the revenue generated by 
our websites. It was full P&L responsibility for digital. And I said, you know what, uh, 
looking to a cue from a ... a friend I ... I respected and a colleague and competitor, as well as 
CBS who had done something similar, they moved onto WordPress basically saying, "You 
know what, we're a TV station posting weather and breaking news and stuff like that. We 
really don't need proprietary fancy systems. 

 And so I unwound us from everything I had built over the last few years, and ... and move 
us onto WordPress. Did that within the course of 12 months. Um, moved all the stations 
over, and managed to, rather than having them take a hit from leaving everything behind, 
we grew dramatically in that time. That was a wild and accelerated adventure. I think it 
felt like five years crammed into one, but that was probably the most, uh, startup-y of the 
pivots within the company. 

WHITNEY So were you scared when this ... I mean like you've built this team. How many people on 
your team when you left to go up to the 24th floor? 

JASON Um more ... about- 

WHITNEY Like what did you ... what were you leaving behind? 

JASON ... about 80. 

WHITNEY Okay. So you were leaving behind a team of 80 people. What ... how much revenue were 
you generating at that point? 

JASON We were responsible for the tech stack underneath. 

WHITNEY Okay. 

JASON So it was really more the ... the platform, the power to, um, you know, uh- 

WHITNEY Okay, the content management system. Okay. 

JASON Exactly. Exactly. 

WHITNEY So 80 ... 80 people, but you ... you've got some type of budget that you're working with, 
and- 
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JASON Oh yeah, the ... the overall budget including payroll, you're talking, you know, tens of 
millions of dollars. 

WHITNEY Right. So 80 people, tens of millions of dollars in budget. Say, "Thank you very much. 
You've built this. You're at the top of a learning curve. Let's go jump to the bottom of a new 
one," right? On the top floor, which I think is ironic. So you top a learning curve, basement, 
bottom of a new learning curve, 24th floor. Were you scared?  

JASON Sure. Absolutely. (Laughs) I didn't have a plan. I knew I'd figure it out, but I ... I got up there 
and looked out the window and said, "All right, I've got to figure this out now." Um- 

WHITNEY When they approached you Jason, what did you do? Did you ... I mean this one it sounds 
like you didn't suggest. Like the management came to you and said, "We want you to do 
this." And what ... what went through your mind? Did you think, "I definitely want to do 
this. Should I go somewhere else?" What was the calculus that you were doing in your 
head? 

JASON I didn't hesitate for a second. It was a challenge. It was undefined. It was new. It was with 
people I trusted. The leader who offered me the position, um, was someone who I had 
observed from afar and really admired. He can run circles around me from an 
entrepreneurial standpoint. 

WHITNEY Huh. 

JASON And he really taught me to challenge everything. I thought I'd already been challenging 
and disrupting and saying, "Why couldn't we ..." If we had more time, I'd give you so many 
examples of that from a software standpoint, but he ... he challenged me on, you know, just 
to talk to the CFO in ways of like, "So why is it set up this way? And so why wouldn't we go 
do this," and to really look at everything as a white sheet of paper. And he gave me 
enormous air cover to break things intentionally, um, and sometimes unintentionally, and 
just forge a completely different path. 

 So the chance to work for him and learn from him, um, as well as to go figure out the next 
thing, was incredibly appealing, even though it was intimidating. 

WHITNEY What's his name? Let's give a shout out.  

JASON Steve Charlier.  

WHITNEY Okay. Go Steve Charlier. Sounds like an amazing boss. All right.  

JASON Yes. 

WHITNEY Okay, so let's keep going. Um, we ... let's move you forward and, um, what happened after 
that? Let's talk a little bit about your startup, and then, um, here you are now at Gannett. 
So talk us through some of the ... the ... the jumping to new curves that you ... you did 
during that period. 

JASON Yeah. So after getting the TV stations off on their own platform and ready for the 
companies to split, um, Steve ended up, um, going to pursue his entrepreneurial dreams. 
And that led me to say, well the CEO of this startup in Atlanta had been recruiting me for a 
while, and I always said, "Thank you so much, but I've got, you know, responsibilities back 
here." And I thought to myself, "Well, maybe I should see what that's like."  
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So Tribune Broadcasting was the startup’s largest, uh, customer. Uh, essentially they were 
disrupting. Go figure. 

WHITNEY Hmm. Mm-hmm (affirmative). 

JASON They ... they were disrupting, um, the video content space online. Typically, uh, a publisher, 
broadcaster would license a video player, pay for bandwidth, pay for stores, pay someone 
like the AP or ESPN for content, all to sell a pre-roll, you know, commercial before each 
clip. Well this company said, "We will give you, website operator the content. We will give 
you the video player and technology all for free. We'll even sell the ads, but you can sell the 
ads too, and we'll share it, a third, a third, a third." The person who made the content, the 
person who sold the ad and the startup in the middle.  

WHITNEY Hmm. 

JASON So I had moved onto them, saving us more than $1 million. Endorsed it to peers and 
competitors, um, and said, "You know, there's a ... there's a chance to make this thing even 
bigger." Um, and so I happened to be at conference in Atlanta where the company was 
based, and called up the CEO and said, "All right, you know, you've ... you've been hounding 
me for a while. Let's talk about what this could really look like." And went down there and 
made a spot decision. Uh, one that, um, I later question if it was the right decision or not, 
but I ... I think ultimately for me yes.  

 I made a very just gut decision, uh, without going through and doing math on stock options 
and restricted stock units or things like that, and just said, "I'm going to ... I'm going to ... 
you know, I've been at Tribune for a while." I'm quickly becoming the guy who 
remembers," “Oh we tried that five years ago or we did that once before.” I don't want to 
be the institutional memory guy. I want to be the one, you know, charting new paths and 
building new things. Um, and so I left and ... and moved to a ... a small apartment in Atlanta 
and had planned to ... to take my career down that path.  

WHITNEY So you said that you ... you questioned the decision later. Um, well actually before we go 
there, so you just made a gut decision. Do you remember what ... what that felt like?  

JASON (Laughs) I remember telling my husband and the expression on his face.  

WHITNEY (Laughs)  

JASON Uh- 

WHITNEY What did he do? 

JASON Uh, supported me of course, but was just very, uh, surprised. (Laughs)  

WHITNEY (Laughs)  

JASON Uh, absolutely supported me, encouraged me, but just was like, "You hadn't planned this. 
We hadn't talked about this." Um- 

WHITNEY (Laughs) 

JASON Yeah, I just ... I- 
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WHITNEY That's an interesting conversation, right? 

JASON It was. It was. One of ... one of many that you have over ... over time. 

WHITNEY Right. 

JASON I was feeling, you know, I honestly felt like I was at the top of my game.  

WHITNEY Mm-hmm (affirmative). 

JASON I felt like I had achieved a tremendous amount in a rapid amount of time, learned a ton 
from a wonderful mentor. Built up a small core team that was doing, you know, what other 
companies had people, you know, three times the size doing. And had hired, um, some key 
folks that, you know, knew more than me in sales or knew more than me in marketing, and 
put them in roles where I ... I thought they were, um, you know, set up to succeed and 
some of them are ... are still in those roles today, despite several ownership changes.  

 and just felt like I could, again, in the past say, "You guys got this. Keep doing great stuff." 
And so I felt confident of what I was leaving behind, that I could responsibly move on, and 
I saw in this Atlanta startup enormous potential having been their customer and knowing 
the other end product, we call it jobs to be done, which is, you know, what would your 
customers pay you to do for them? What would they pay you to solve? And so I knew the 
pain points I had, and I knew the other areas this company could stretch.  

 And so I went in confident, overly confident it turns out, about, you know, what we could 
do, um, and was really motivated also by a team that was mostly 21 to 23 years old, um, 
that were just eager for guidance and direction and coaching. And that was the most 
rewarding part of ... of ... of the six months I spent at that startup, um, was ... was growing 
that team and I still keep in touch with so many of them today, uh, because they were just 
so receptive and so hungry and so eager. 

WHITNEY Interesting. So you stayed there for six months, and then um, you made the decision to 
leave and go do something else. How did you make that decision and what did you go do? 

JASON I made the decision realizing that, um, in my gut move, I had not appropriately evaluated 
risks or fully considered the peril of a husband and wife owned company with all friends 
and family investors and board.  

WHITNEY Those are good lessons. 

JASON It was fine. I ... I learned a ton. I can't believe it was only six months. When I think of all the 
things I learned and did and other skills I picked up, and I learned from that very green, 
junior team I was mentoring. I learned from them, and ... and further honed my ... my 
management skills. I was scouting for what's next, and talked to a high school classmate, 
uh, who was on the board of an advertising technology startup. 

 Ad tech was booming and all the rage, and it was very adjacent to content and things I 
knew well and the publisher space, so much like the startup I went to in Atlanta. It was in a 
... part of the industry I knew intimately. And, um, we talked about basically the things I 
could do, the roles I could play, how I could help that company. I went to New York in 
another "you can't make this up" story, uh, the day they were ... the day they got the keys 
to new bigger office space in Manhattan. 
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 So I met the CEO and CFO and a few other folks, um, in an empty office in Midtown 
Manhattan, uh, as the movers were bringing in the cubicles and other things like that for 
the team to move into on Monday. And it was in that setting with no furniture standing 
between the movers that, uh, we had a conversation for a few hours, and then embarked 
on ... on what became, you know, the next two years. 

WHITNEY Okay, what was the name of that company? 

JASON 12 Fold. 

WHITNEY 12 Fold, okay. 

JASON So it was a contextual targeting company. Uh, best way to describe it in a sentence is, um, if 
you were Claritin or Allegra, we could put your ad on every article about, you know, this is 
going to be a bad allergy season without you having to call, you know, 400 newspapers 
and TV stations, we would buy just that article through real time bidding. So while most 
people were buying cookies and, you know, you look like you're 18 to 34 or you look like 
you're a pickup truck driver, we would target the content in a really laser precise way and 
say, "We'll put your ads on pages like this that we think your customers will read."  

WHITNEY Oh, okay. That was such a concise description. Thank you. And from what I understand, 
um, you went from product marketing to leading a $30 million sales team and all 
commercial operations, is that right? 

JASON I did. I never in my wildest dreams thought I would lead a media sales team. I intentionally 
went down that path of this company because having been on the publisher's side, having 
been responsible for digital revenue, I had never stepped foot in a media agency. I'd never 
called on the folks who were spending money for clients like Toyota or GM or Coca-Cola. 
Um, and so I went into this somewhat selfishly, uh, as wanting exposure to that side of the 
business, as much as I knew I could help the company grow. 

 Um, but I never in my wildest dreams thought that I would actually be responsible for that 
... that revenue and ... and leading that ... that sales team. Uh, it happened, uh, about a year 
and a half in, but there was a need. Um, and I looked around and raised my hand and I said, 
"I'll figure it out. Let me do it." And, uh- 

WHITNEY And you're ... you're good at it, aren't you? I can just tell, you're good at selling. And I mean 
that as a- 

JASON I'm a storyteller.  

WHITNEY ... compliment. 

JASON I'm a storyteller at heart, and what really appealed to me on the sales side- 

WHITNEY Yeah. 

JASON ... was Don Hewitt, founder of 60 Minutes said it best. "Every child knows four words: tell 
me a story." And that is so true in media buying, especially in ad tech, where so much of it 
was, you know, just made up vapor and not actual real performance like we were able to 
point to and deliver. I relished the chance to go in and talk to media buyers about how we 
could help them better serve their clients, and showing a sales team, how to do that as well 
and kind of being force multipliers for that message and ... and model. I ... I love nothing 
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more than watching really talented sellers go and take my pitch and my words into market 
and watch where it worked or didn't work and coaching them and getting their feedback 
and shaping it.  

 It was just wonderful. 

WHITNEY Wow. That ... yeah, I ... I just get excited listening to you talk about it. So, all right, let's talk 
about Gannett, and what you're doing at Gannett and, uh, any sort of disruption that 
you've done personally there and then I'd like to hear about maybe what talent 
development looks like for you. There's been this thread running through the conversation 
from the time that you were a young child, that you loved to develop talent, and I'd love to 
hear a little bit about maybe one or two people at Gannett that you've really focused on, on 
developing. So- 

JASON Sure. 

WHITNEY So fire away.  

JASON Uh, 2016, uh, 12 Fold was sold. I exited as a part of that transaction. Spent the summer 
looking at what's next. I had my heart set on consulting. Had some very generous friends 
from high school and others that had gone high in that field, that, um, brought me inside 
the tent and showed me what it looked like, and I said, "Eh, not so much." And it turns out 
that the very first job I had looked at on my search that summer was Gannett, and that's 
the position I ended up pursuing come the end of the summer. 

 A very similar role to the role I had at Tribune, uh, when I left the basement, um, it was 
sort of going back to that, but with everything I had since learned, which I think, I 
remember in the interview with Gannett CEO was a key discussion point, was that beyond 
the ... the product background and the tech background, I had been out talking to clients 
and understanding what the market was looking for. And I think that was one of the things 
that ... that helped set me apart.  

 So came into a very familiar environment. Dug in, um, and got to work, and immediately 
felt at home. I've talked since then with many people who have said there's this roller 
coaster of those of us who have gone from a big corporate enterprise to a startup and back 
that you feel like you're always on one end of the teeter totter, craving the immense 
freedom and speed of the startup, and then the moment you taste that craving, um, the 
security and the budget of the big company.  

WHITNEY (Laughs)  

JASON So, uh, I ... I can definitely relate, the struggle is real, and uh, the grass is never greener. It's 
just always what situation you're in at the moment. Uh- 

WHITNEY Right. Right. 

JASON So was lucky enough to come into a phenomenal team at Gannett, uh, who in many cases, 
folks who have been with the company 10 years, 15 years. Um, much like Tribune, and I 
think the reason that felt su ... so at home, and I remember my husband had this reaction, 
you know, after my first couple months on the job, saying, "This feels like a place you could 
stay for another seven to ten years." 
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 So much like Tribune, uh, even despite the downturn in ... in, you know, sort of newspaper 
revenue, Gannett really, you know, invested in people, invested in talent development, 
invested in growing leaders from within, and I saw that, um, from the outset, not only the 
whole C-Suite, largely of sort of people who had forged their career, but even several 
members of my team. 

WHITNEY Hmm. Hmm. 

JASON And so, you know, when you talk about talent development, the first thing that comes to 
mind, um, is, um, Erik Bursch, uh, who's our head of product technology. Um, he was in the 
technology division, so a peer of mine running our content management system. 

WHITNEY Ah. (Laughs) 

JASON Something, I ... I know very well. Um, and these teams, my team and his team had once 
been together under what was called Gannett Product, much like I had Tribune Interactive 
back in Chicago. Um, and they were split to different branches of the company when, uh, 
the TV stations and the newspapers split into two separate companies.  

WHITNEY So what's your ... so pause for just a second. What's your role now at Gannett? So you're 
saying Erik does ... is VP product technology. What's your role, just so that people can 
contextualize? 

JASON Good point. I lead our consumer product division. So the websites, the native apps, the ... 
the syndication and distribution for USA Today, um, large papers like The Indianapolis 
Star, Detroit Free Press, Cincinnati Inquirer, on down through a portfolio of more than 100 
newspapers. 

WHITNEY Okay, cool. 

JASON So the content management system, the websites, the apps, the ... the consumer facing 
digital products, um, are ... are sort of my purview.  

WHITNEY Okay, got it. All right, so Erik's working with you. Okay, continue on. 

JASON Yes. So when, uh, when I got to Gannett, Erik and his team were reporting to our CTO. I 
was reporting to our chief product officer. And we struggled because we had different 
priorities, different, um, funding imperatives from above. Different roadmaps that didn't 
necessarily align. And Erik had built this amazing culture where he had encouraged risk 
taking, he had encouraged people to, you know, to come up with disruptive ideas and 
concepts and really just grow themselves and experiment with cutting edge technology 
and tools. 

 And so he had had this sort of bubble in a much, much larger enterprise IT organization of 
intrapreneurs and entrepreneurs and a really thriving culture of “we can do amazing 
things.” But, you know, the content management system, you know, wasn't necessarily, 
um, a focus for growth or investment in that IT organization.  

WHITNEY Mm-hmm (affirmative). 

JASON So he and I, uh, took us nine months, but together, lobbied for a reorg that would bring us 
together and sort of reunite these teams behind, uh, a common set of priorities, a common 
roadmap and were lucky enough to have the support of the C-Suite in ... in letting us, uh, go 
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do that, and it really led to a year of a lot of value delivery and foundational achievements, 
uh, last year and in 2018, bringing those groups together. 

This was the last of, or the most recent of, um, many, many disruptions that Erik has had in 
his, you know, 20 years with the company. This was par for the course for him to see an 
opportunity and say, "Come on, there's a better way to do this. Let's go put our necks out 
on the line," and ... and we did at ... at the end of the nine months, he and I just got very 
vocal about saying, "This has to happen for our teams to be successful," and made a lot of 
noise and ... and made a bet that, um, I'm proud to say, you know, paid off for us. 

WHITNEY Yeah. So I want to hear about Erik's, um, career path in just a second. Because I think one 
thing that you ... you've touched on, a really important and I think potentially very helpful 
for our listeners is you and Erik had to go make a case to the CTO and the Chief Product 
Officer of why this made sense to do. And there was a potential loss for them. I mean a loss 
of territory, potential loss of ego, et cetera. So ... so what case did you make that made it 
okay and comfortable for them to say, "Yeah, you're right. This is the right business 
decision, and I understand that it'll ... maybe it'll feel like a little bit of a hit in the near 
term, but ... but we're willing to do it." 

 Is there something or a couple of things that you did to make the case and ... and that they 
did in terms of being generous that made this possible? 

JASON We presented, um, a number of situations and said, "You know, here's a scenario that we 
have presently." 

WHITNEY Mm-hmm (affirmative). 

JASON "Here's how it plays out in this model. Here's how it would play out in our model." Over 
those period of months, we got a lot of questions of, "Hey, that's great. Why don't you just 
go do that, from your respective seats and your respective budgets and your respective 
teams where you are." Um, so we had to keep sharpening that story. 

WHITNEY Hmm. 

JASON And, uh, it forced us to be more articulate about what the larger potential was. Not just to 
solve the pain points and the friction. I mean we ... we've done that until we were blue in 
the face saying, "Hey, these things would run better, run smoother if." It forced us to ... to 
step back and think bigger to say, "And we could be doing even, you know, bigger, bolder, 
you know, larger innovation initiatives if we had, uh, you know, the scenario to work 
within."  

 So, it took us from saying, you know, things could ... things could operate smoother, better, 
et cetera, uh, which was largely met with a "Hey, great, go do that."  

WHITNEY (Laughs)  

JASON To these are things we couldn't do without your permission, uh, to structure things 
differently. 

WHITNEY Interesting. So they said, "Great, go do it." Then that forced you to, like you said, go do it 
and build out a proof point, and then you could come back and say, "All right, here's an ad 
... additional proof point, see what happened. Here's what we want to do next," but in the 
process of starting to execute, you were able to craft a bigger vision and get to the point 
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where when you said, "We actually do need to do the restructuring," you had the 
credibility to ... to get them to say, "You know, you're right, and you're doing the work, so 
let's do this."  

JASON Mm-hmm (affirmative). 

WHITNEY Is that ... is that accurate? 

JASON That's fair.  

WHITNEY Okay. All right, let's talk about Erik. One of the things I want to share with all of our 
listeners that I think is really interesting is ... is when, um, I ... I put out a call to our 
newsletter subscribers and I said, "Hey everyone, we've gotten a lot of people who are 
saying, 'I want to know what lo ... disruption looks like within an organization,' and every 
time people were raising their hands, I kept getting women, and you know, this isn't a 
huge sample size, but I had a lot of women saying, "Yeah, I've disrupted myself a lot in the 
organization." I'm like, "Okay, where are the men? What are ... what are the men doing?" 

 And so Jason, you raised your hand and said, "You know, I've got someone on my team 
actually that's done this, and let me tell you a little bit about him." So why don't you tell us 
a little bit about, you know, Erik's been at Gannett for sounds like about 20 years. What are 
just quickly some things that he has done in terms of disrupting himself inside of Gannett? 

JASON So Erik actually started as a systems engineer for USAToday.com, individual contributor. 
Grew into team lead, development manager. Shifted to how we actually get content out to 
the web and ... and the pipeline. So from an operational role to more of an architecture 
role. Took on more of the ... the proprietary workflow systems that ... that thousands of 
journalists rely on. And then he switched to enterprise functions within the technology 
division.  

 So development operations, um, software deployment, quality assurance, saying, "Hey, we 
can go beyond the days of manually testing, did this thing do what it was supposed to do, 
and take some more, um, modern approaches that are being, um, you know, used in ... in 
startups, um, and ... and, you know, progressive technology shops.” Let's introduce those 
here into, you know, what at the time was, was a ... a fairly traditional organization.  

 And so building on those successes, um, in 2015, Erik, um, chartered a whole new team, 
um, realizing that, um, the world was rapidly moving from on premise data centers, of 
which Gannett had a ... a very profitable and successful division of the company running 
those. He said, "Things are headed to the cloud." 

WHITNEY Hmm. 

JASON And so designed a team to accelerate the company's transition out of data centers, into the 
cloud, delivered millions of dollars of cost savings in the process and built, the foundation 
of this really dynamic culture of people who were not just executing technology tasks, but 
really tied to business outcomes and how their work was ... was helping the company and 
its shareholders.  

WHITNEY Hmm. 

JASON Erik came to me as I joined the company on the products side, um, delivering things no one 
even thought they had any right to ask for. So it typically takes, whether you're, you know, 
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New York Times, CNN, Washington Post, takes about two minutes, two to three minutes, 
depending these days, for when you hit save on the story for it to actually be live across 
the internet, so someone in, you know, Paris or Sydney or L.A., you know, can go to your 
website and see that copy you just published. 

 Erik said, "I can get that under 20 seconds," and in fact he got that under five seconds. And 
it's not that our news room said, "I want it faster from the time I hit save to the time it's on 
the web." They just kind of accepted like, "Yeah, there's all these machines and processes 
and systems, and it goes around the world, and it takes a couple minutes, because that's 
what it takes." Uh, but Eric came to me and he said, you know, "I can get this done," and he 
did. 

WHITNEY And what does that do? That allows you to potentially break news faster, right? 

JASON Absolutely.  

WHITNEY Yeah.  

JASON And it gives us a leg up with search engines and Google News. 

WHITNEY Mm-hmm (affirmative). Mm-hmm (affirmative). 

JASON Um, just being, uh, you know, especially in breaking news situations, um, that ... that really, 
uh, definitely, um, helps fuel, uh, traffic and ... and advertising revenue.  

WHITNEY Hmm, interesting. Okay, and then ... and then '17, mid '17, that's when you started the ... 
the two of you joined forces to ... to realign the ... the organization? 

JASON You bet. 

WHITNEY Yeah. Amazing. So you're his boss now, and I ... you know, one thing I just want to 
comment to everybody who's listening is oftentimes people want to have a great boss. And 
the thing that I look at as I'm listening to this, and so just so everybody knows, like Jason 
sent me a dossier on Erik to show me how strong of a performer he is, and I ... what I 
would say to everyone listening, I'm kind of stepping out of the interview for just a second, 
is just this idea of we want to have, you know, have a great boss like that, but I think we 
can be that great boss.  

 Like do what Jason's doing. Like write this amazing dossier on your people and really 
advocate for them because, um, you've been his boss for a couple of years now, maybe a 
year, but it's just like exciting to see that he's getting to continue to grow and develop, et 
cetera. So I know I've just kind of embarrassed you, but do you have any other thoughts to 
share about this? 

JASON I just, I think when you're fortunate enough to have people who are so driven and so 
capable and so talented, it ... it's cliché, but I've always seen it as my duty and 
responsibility to do everything I can to set them up for success. So- 

WHITNEY Yeah. 

JASON Um, you know, I think many good managers fight for and advocate and ... and protect their 
teams. Um, I've tried to take it to the next level of not just playing defense, but you know, 
offense. Clearing paths for folks to go do things that, you know, no one ever asked for, no 
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one thought they needed, um, and giving them the space to go, um, show ... show people 
what's possible. 

WHITNEY Yeah. Uh, so exciting. Okay, so, um, I'm going to s ... just a final questions for you. What are 
you reading right now or listening to or just excited about that just kind of makes your 
heart sing when you read it? It's just interesting.  

JASON I just finished The Checklist Manifesto by Atul Gawande. It was like a quick, uh, you know, 
two hour read, but, uh- 

WHITNEY Yeah. 

JASON ... that was just at the top of my mind. That's not the answer I want to give, but I just put it 
down last night. Um, that is a good question.  

WHITNEY It's good, isn't it? 

JASON Actually I can te ... it is. It is good and it ... the simplicity of the message, and I'd read his 
stuff in ... in the New Yorker for a long time.  

WHITNEY Mm-hmm (affirmative). 

JASON But the simplicity of the message, uh, just carried through. I will tell you, this is a much 
better example that gives people a much better sense of me. I cannot put down and I ... I 
can't believe it took me this long to ... to buy it and read it, but The Cubs Way by Tom 
Verducci, which tells the story of how, uh, Theo Epstein and Joe Maddon, uh, turned 
around the lovable losers of the Chicago Cubs and ... and led them- 

WHITNEY Huh. 

JASON ... to the World Series victory. And the leadership lessons that I am highlighting and 
underlying and circling, um, are ... are far richer than I ... I even thought possible having 
followed it as a ... a longtime fan of the team. Um, so ... so that ... that's the thing that really 
has my mind racing, uh, even as I plow through the ... the, uh, you know, business and 
leadership books that ... that fill my Kindle bookshelf.  

 Uh, I keep rewarding myself with a chapter of The Cubs Way, uh, in between each of them. 

WHITNEY Does one lesson stand out in particular for you? Off the top of your head? 

JASON I think the discipline that, uh, Joe Maddon had about how he, uh, deployed talent and how 
he nurtured talent, um, there's a host of different tactics and things like that, but um, the 
degree of specificity and consistency, the way he productized and operationalized talent 
management - that stands out as a theme. And ... and that makes it sound far less exciting 
than it is in the book, but, um, you know, you think of a baseball coach doing, you know, a 
lot … yes, sure, informed by data, but you know, gut and, um, he might as well have had a 
super computer, you know, written in his hands and in his head, uh, for all the decisions he 
was making.  

WHITNEY Sounds like it takes Moneyball to the next level. 

JASON It really does.  
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WHITNEY Yeah. 

JASON It ... it ... and the book explains how, uh, you know, some of the ... the folks who were in on 
the ground floor of Moneyball were ... were in the organization, but, um, exactly that. He 
took what worked for recruiting and scouting and applied it to every pitch and every 
inning of every game, and the ... just the sheer, uh, discipline that takes is ... is humbling. 

WHITNEY Okay, so everybody who's listening, we're going to do a giveaway of this book. I think it 
sounds so good, and so if you're listening and, um, you just email me at 
wj@whitneyjohnson.com, you will be eligible. We'll pick someone at random. It's just, 
sounds like it's a fantastic book Jason.  

Um, all right, so last question for you, maybe penultimate, but I think it's the last question, 
is let's say a few years from now you get to the top of your learning curve at Gannett, 
they're ... you're like, "Okay, I did everything that I said I was going to do, we did it," and 
there have been a couple times in your career where you're like, "I did it, and you guys got 
it. It's time for me to go do something else. It's time for me to jump to a new learning 
curve." 

 What does that next learning curve look like? 

JASON I think I really want to pursue people management in a bigger way. Um, whether it’s my 
first news room, uh, in television or the way I work with other divisions and other teams at 
Gannett now, um, I've always sort of, um, built a following through, um, clear 
communication, through pointing to a North star. Um, listening, genuinely listening with 
devices down, computers closed. You know, hearing what people have to say and trying to 
help them make their work environment better.  

 I don't have any background whatsoever in HR or things like that, but I'm a very 
operational, run a business type mindset, and so combining that with culture, talent, 
recruiting, people development, really appeals to me, and that's something that I think 
would give me an opportunity not only to go to the bottom of a learning curve in that role, 
but allow me to test the waters outside of media, media and advertising, and perhaps 
experience an entirely different industry, and uh, challenge myself with two learning 
curves. 

WHITNEY (Laughs)  

JASON Sort of the macro industry being different and ... and this being different. And ... and it's 
funny. Uh, the, uh, absurdity of that. That's not the right word, but you know, the ... the, uh, 
the intensity of that is laughable. I absolutely get it, um, but that's ... that's something that, 
um, I really wrestled with before I joined Gannett is I ... I was looking at other fields. I've 
always been interested in robotics. Um, you know, automation, things like that. And I 
quickly realized that I would be better served staying in media and publishing because of 
the network I had built up over, you know, at that time, a ten year career.  

 Whether it be my knowledge of different vendors, uh, knowledge of talent that I could go 
recruit. Situations I had solved before and how I would do it differently if put in that same 
situation. So there was so much, you know, the Rolodex was one thing that just kept 
coming to mind whether, you know, industry sources, peers I could call on, um, you know, 
the ... the thought influencers and leaders I followed on Twitter. So maybe I should stick 
within the industry because that was something that I really weighed and, um, in being 
deliberate about that said, "I would be setting myself back at a disadvantage by double 
disrupting myself." 

https://amzn.to/2VeLFnX
mailto:wj@whitneyjohnson.com?subject=The%20Cubs%20Way%20giveaway
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WHITNEY Mm-hmm (affirmative). 

JASON Um, and ... and putting myself in a totally new environment as emotionally appealing as 
that was.  

WHITNEY Interesting. Well I think that is so exciting, and ... and obviously there is this wonderful 
thread running throughout your whole life of, you know, you're the boss and part of me, as 
I listen to you, you know, that idea of jumping to a new curve and doing something and 
really doubling down on this people management, there's a piece of me that thinks, "Okay, 
yeah, go be a Chief Human Resources Officer." Um, but why not also considering being a 
CEO. 

 And so that's my ... my challenge, my ... my thought provoking question for you today, and 
um, Jason, it's been really fun. It's ... uh, you know, we connected a few years ago when I 
was a ... speaking at Gannett and I've just really enjoyed the conversations and the 
connection that we've been able to have. And, um, so again, thank you for being here today. 

JASON It's my pleasure. Thanks for having me.  
 
 
 
From the  “You’re the boss” workbook Jason’s mom gave him as a child, to his current role at Gannett and 
USA Today, Jason is one of those people who’s naturally inclined toward disrupting himself. He sees the 
leap to a new learning curve as a desired challenge and isn’t afraid to take that leap. 
 
For those of us who want to be more comfortable with the discomfort of growth, let’s reverse engineer 
what Jason does, or has done---using our seven point personal disruption framework. Let’s basically 
unpack it. 
 
First, because learning is more important than not failing to him, he’s been able to walk into those 
situations where he is a little fish in a big pond (like at Syracuse) or into a situation where he’s doing 
something no one has ever done before and has been able to take a deep breath, look out the window and 
think  - “I can figure this out.” 
 
And then he does. 
 
So often, the barriers to success are in our mind. We talk ourselves out of what we can do before we even 
try. But Jason - having tried and experimented with lots of things, knows he can accomplish what he sets 
out to do and then he creates this environment where he can make it happen. Our producer Macy Robison 
often quotes Marie Forleo when we talk about situations like this - “everything is figureoutable.” You just 
have to decide it’s figureoutable, create an environment where you can start figuring things out and get to 
work. 
 
Jason also embraces market risk, the first accelerant of personal disruption. Going to the executive and 
pitching new ideas. Creating new divisions and then going after new opportunities created from that 
work.  And though I know he gets apprehensive at times and even had that experience in Atlanta where 
things didn’t go quite the way he had hoped, his overall outlook reminds me of something Erik Orton said in 
our podcast episode with him and his wife Emily. Instead of always worrying about what could go wrong (if 
a change comes, if you jump to the bottom of a new curve) ask yourself “what could go right?”  
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And, finally, Jason is very discovery-driven. Moving from one challenge to the next and letting the path 
unfold. I found it interesting that - like Dan Shapero learned from his conversation with Jeff Weiner at 
LinkedIn - tech CEOs not only excel at building great teams, they also have experience building product. In 
his discovery-driven path, Jason has had experience in both. It’s going to be super exciting to see where his 
path leads next. 
 
Practical tip:  
Practice believing that “everything is figureoutable.” Is there something you want to learn or try? Reverse 
engineer what you need to learn. See if there is a free YouTube video or blog post and start experimenting. 
Whether you’re learning to knit or play tennis or to build a website, if you think of it as a project or an 
experiment and start figuring out what to do, you might be surprised at what you learn and what skills and 
confidence you acquire. 
 
If you want a little boost in this figureouatable department, some extra courage to jump to a new learning 
curve, we’ve got a free email course based on some of the episodes of the podcast to help you do this. 
There’s a link in the show notes to sign up--- and basically you’ll get an email each day for 5 days with a link 
to the audio and a worksheet to go with it. 
 
Thank you again to Jason Jedlinski for being our guest, thank you to sound engineer Melissa Rutty, manager 
/ editor Macy Robison, content contributors Emilie Davis and Libby Newman, and art director Brandon 
Jameson. 
 
I’m Whitney Johnson 
And this is Disrupt Yourself. 


